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1. (B) We proceed by checking every answer choice:

A 992 - 972 factors into (99 + 97) (99 - 97). We can immediately see that
it is not prime from the factor of 2 given by 99 - 97.

B 992 - 982 factors into (99 + 98)(99 - 98) = 197· 1 = 197. 197 is prime.

Thus 1992 - 9821 is the correct answer.

'C Notice that the last digit of 992 is 1, and the last digit of 982 is 4.
Their sum will thus end in a 5, which indicates that it is divisible by
5. This number is not prime.

D 982 + 962 is even and greater than 2, and is therefore not prime.

E 992 + 972 is even and greater than 2, and is therefore not prime.

2. (E) 1f~2 is between 0 and 1, and 1f2 is between 9 and 10. The answer is
then []].

3. (E) 50 people do not play volleyball and 40 do. Therefore there are
90 people in the sports club. The number of people that play soccer is
90 - 32 = 1581.

4. (B) To do this problem we will find how many ways there are to get from
A to every point in the map. We start with the point directly to the right
of A. There is only one way to get to this point.

.'

Consider the point above this one. There is also only one way to get to
this point. The same applies to the point to the right of it.
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However, the next point can be reached through the point above it and
the point to the left of it. 1 + 1 = 2.

Continuing in this manner, we get:

The answer is thus W.
5. (E) Victor's desk is the third desk from the front of the class and the

fourth from the back, meaning there are two desks in front of him and
three desks behind him. Thus there are 2 + 1 + 3 = 6 rows. Similarly,
there are 3 + 1 + 5 = 9 columns. 6 rows x 9 columns = ~ desks.

6. (D) The longer sides of the rectangles are 4 times longer than the shorter
sides. The lengths of the short sides are all 3, and the lengths of the long
sides are 12. 12 x 4 = ~.

7. (A) The total delay for the first ten planes is 10 times 1 hour (60 minutes)
or 600 minutes. Of the remaining 90 planes, 30 planes are on time, 30 are
10 minutes late (300 minutes), and the remaining 30 are 20 minutes late
(600 minutes). Goo+~gg+600 = \50000 = [][] minutes.

8. (A)

(1 - ~) (1 - ~) (1 - ~) (1 __ 1 )2 3 4··· 2010
123
234

2009!

2009
2010

2009! ·2010

= 120
1

10I
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9. (E) After he selects six T-shirts, he will either have three of the same
color or he will have two of every color. In that case, he will need to select
another, for a total of (2] T-shirts.

10. (B) Since we want the last digit, we take everything mod 10.

20092010+ 20112010= (_1)2010 + 12010

=1+1

=1]] (mod 10)

11. (C) A = h ·l, B = l . b, and C = b- h. Therefore,

A·B·C=h·l·l·b·b·h

= (h -L . b)2

=lv21
12. (E) The sum of the interior angles of a polygon with 8 sides is lS0(8 - 2).

We know that the sum is 9000°. Solving, we get

lS0(8 - 2) = 9000
8 - 2 = 50

s = [ill
13. (D) Numbers that are divisible by 6 and 9 are also divisible by their least

common multiple IS (and vice versa). The smallest number above 100
that is divisible by IS is 18 x 6 = IDS, and the biggest number less than
500 that is divisible by IS is IS x 27 = 4S6. 27 - 6 + 1 =~.

14. (A) 4000 = msooo liJ
15. (B) After one week, Farmer Joe's chickens will be 1.2 times their original

weight. After two weeks, they will be 1.44 times their original weight.
This value exceeds 2 after [I] weeks - they are then approximately 2.07
times their original weight.

16. (D) Triangles D.ABE, D.BAD, and D.BCD are all isosceles right tri-
angles. This means that the ratio of the hypotenuse to any of the two
congruent legs in each of these triangles is V2. We are given the length
of BC, which is 4. Thus, CD = DB = 2V2. Using D.BAD, we get
AD = AB = 2. Finally, from D.ABE, AE = BC = V2. To find the
perimeter of AE BCD we compute the sum AE + EB + B C + CD + DA =

V2 + V2 +4+ 2V2 + 2 = 16+4V21·
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17. (C) Let .'E be the number of calories in one egg and y be the number of
calories in one gram of cheese. From the two given statements, we have
that 4x +60y = 560, and 6x +20y = 560. Multiplying the second equation
by 3 and subtracting from the first, we get the equation -14x = -1120,
or .'E = ~ calories.

18. (D) Let the point marked between A and B be D, and the point marked
between A and C be E. We know that L.BAC has a measure of 9°. Thus,
L.ADE must also have a measure of 9°, since -6AD E is isosceles. This
means that L.AED has a measure of 180° - 9° - 9° = 162°, giving us a
measure of 18° for L.BDE. Since -6BDE is isosceles, L.DBE also has a
measure of 18°. L.BDE must have a measure of 180° - 18° - 18°, or 1440.
Thus, L.BEC hac; a measure of 180° - 9° - 144° = 27°. The largest angle
of -6EBC therefore has a measure of 180° - 27° - 27° = 1126° I.

19. (E) Consider the blocks that have less than 2 faces painted. There is one
at the center of the cube that hac; no sides painted, and 6 that have one
side painted, one on each face of the cube. Thus, the number of blocks
with 2 or more faces painted is 27 - 1- 6 = 20. The answer is then 120/271.

20. (B) Choice B shows a confignrat.ion in which t.he t.riangle face and t.he X
face are adjacent. This is impossible, however, because they are opposing
faces on the cube layout shown.

2l. (A)

(5.3) + 6
«5 • 3) • 6) - «4 • 2) .5) = 1(5• 3) _ 61

5+3 +6
15-31

I'~:::~I- 61
10 8
2 2

=5-4

=[iJ

(4.2) + 5
1(4.2)-51

4+2 +"]4=2i U

II!:::~I- 51

22. (B) From the fact that C + C + C hac; a units digit of C, we know that
C is either 0 or 5. Zero can be eliminated by inspection; it would require
that A and B also have a value of 0, but we are told that A, B, and C
must be distinct. Carrying the 1 from 5 + 5 + 5 = 15 to the tens place,
we see that the units digit of 1 + B + B + B is also 5. B must thus have
a value of 8. Finally, we carry the 2 from 1 + 8 + 8 + 8 to the hundreds
place, and see that 2 + A + A + A must have a value of 5. A must then
be 1. Thus, the sum A +B + C is 1 + 8 + 5 = 1JiJ.

23. (C) We we wish to determine the ratio of the area of HFGI to the area
of -6AHI. Consider the similar triangles -6AFG and -6AHI. The ratio
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of AF to AH is %' so the ratio of the area of L,AFG to the area of L,AH I
is (~)2 = i~. Since [HFGI] + [AFG] = [AHIJ, the ratio of [HFGI] to

[AHI] is 1- 1
9
6 =17/161.

24. (A) Let I>be the number of bears, c be the number of cars, and j be
the number of jets. Vie know from the statements given that I>+ c = 21,
c + j = 23, and b + j = 26. Summing these equations tells us that
2(1) + c + j) = 70. Thus, Linda has 70/2 = 35 toys in total. Since we know
that all but 21 are jets, there are 35 - 21 = [}!] jets.

25. (C) For a given number :1:, Pete will have 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + .1: coins, or
X (.1: + 1)/2, while Paul will simply havez coins. We know that Pete has 10
times as many coins as Paul, which tells us that X (.1: + 1)/2 = lOx. We can
then solve for the value of .1:, which is 19. Finally to determine the total
number of coins the pirates have, we substitute 19 for x in x(x + 1)/2 + x
and get 12091 coins.
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